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Timely Space Management:
Interval Migration

Over the past decade, nearly all large
modern data centers have embraced

the concept of “system-managed” storage,
where the system’s DASD management
programs control the creation, expiration
and deletion of datasets. These systems
often spend a considerable amount of
resources to move datasets around in a con-
tinual attempt to ensure that they remain in
the proper location in the storage hierarchy
— the one that is best suited to the way they
are used.

In a DFSMShsm environment, datasets
usually find their place in the storage hier-
archy through migration, i.e., movement
from the “primary” DASD on which they
are created to a compressed form on disks
dedicated to migration (Migration Level 1
[ML1]) and finally to tape (ML2). Much of
this processing takes place during the two
daily windows in which migration is per-
formed — “primary space management”
processing, which moves aging data to
ML1, and “secondary space management,”
which moves data to ML2.

INTERVAL MIGRATION

There is also a third, perhaps less well-
known migration period. “Interval migration”
runs periodically, usually hourly, to ensure
that the utilization level (i.e., the percentage
of occupied space) on specified volumes
remains below a desired value. Interval
migration is probably best suited to data
that can be migrated soon after it is created,
such as dynamically allocated system
dump datasets and datasets redirected from
tape to disk via Tape Mount Management.
Indeed, interval migration is essential for
the TMM DASD “buffer,” which is likely
to fill up quickly, but needs to be kept
largely free.

Interval migration is actually a bit of a
misnomer, since more than just migration
occurs during this time. Unlike primary
space management processing, partial
release and extent reduction are not per-
formed for SMS-managed datasets. However,
temporary datasets and those that have
expired are deleted.

Interval migration runs when the
DFSMShsm primary host performs its
space checking function, issuing the
LSPACE macro (SVC 78) against each
volume under its control to determine the
volume’s percentage of allocated space,
number of free tracks and cylinders, frag-
mentation index, etc. (The same information
can be obtained interactively by the
DFSMShsm QUERY SPACE command.)
Along with the SMS storage group and
management class definitions, this infor-
mation forms the basis for deciding
whether a volume is a candidate for interval
migration, and which datasets must be
migrated. Normally, the LSPACE information
is written to the migration activity log, but
it can also be echoed to the system console
if the SETSYS MONITOR(SPACE) com-
mand has been issued.

Usually, interval migration runs hourly,
when DFSMShsm performs the space
availability check; however, it can be set to

run less frequently via a PATCH command
which causes space checks to be made less
frequently, thus potentially requiring fewer
tape mounts. See Figure 1. If DASD buffers
fill up quickly, interval migration can be
made to run more frequently by using two
or more hosts, with PATCH commands that
set different starting times for the space
check on each host. Other patches can set
the minimum and maximum times that
must elapse between successive space
checks (and thus attempts at interval
migration) on a volume.

For SMS-managed volumes, the “Auto
Migrate” setting in the storage group defin-
ition determines whether migration can be
performed and what types of migration are
allowed. The default, AM=Y, allows primary
space management to be performed, as well
as interval migration if SETSYS INTER-
VALMIGRATION is set. Setting AM=P
allows only primary space management to
take place, while AM=I allows only interval
migration, regardless of whether SETSYS
indicates INTERVALMIGRATION or
NOINTERVALMIGRATION.

Before an SMS-managed volume can
be considered a candidate for migration,
DFSMShsm must compare the amount of
space used on the volume against the
migration thresholds also defined in the

PATCH .MGCB.+60 X’00D2’ /* interval migration every 3 hours       */

PATCH .MGCB.+62 X’0001’ /* interval migration by non primary host */

Interval migration twice per hour, using two hosts:
Primary:    PATCH .MGCB.+60 X’005A’ /* interval migr on the hour */
Non-primary: PATCH .MGCB.+62 X’001E’ /* 30 minutes after the hour */ 

PATCH .MGCB.+60 X’003C’ /* plus 60 minutes hourly    */

PATCH .MCVT.+422 X’000F /* minimum minutes between migrations,  SMS    */
PATCH .MCVT.+496 X’000F /* minimum minutes between migrations, non-SMS */ 

FIGURE 1: DFSMSHSM PATCH COMMANDS TO VARY THE TIMES FOR INTERVAL MIGRATION 
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storage group. Utilization above the high threshold value triggers
interval migration for AM=Y storage groups; those for which
only interval migration is allowed (AM=I) begin migrating when
the utilization reaches the halfway point between the high and
low thresholds.

Of course, in order to migrate, the SMS management class cri-
teria for a dataset must be satisfied. That is, the dataset must be
allowed to migrate and must be old enough to do so. In the same
way as during primary space management, interval migration
checks the management class COMMAND OR AUTO-MIGRATE
attribute (it must be BOTH in order to migrate) and checks the
PRIMARY DAYS NON-USAGE attribute to determine if the
dataset has aged sufficiently. In many cases, both PRIMARY
DAYS NON-USAGE and LEVEL 1 DAYS NON-USAGE are set
to zero so that datasets can be processed immediately by interval
migration and moved directly to tape. In this instance, it may be
useful to allow the ACS routines to set a different management
class (one with a longer retention on primary DASD) if the
dataset is recalled, so that the dataset that was needed is not
immediately re-migrated.

For non-SMS managed volumes, interval migration is performed
in much the same way; however, there are no storage group and
management class attributes to check. Instead, the values specified
when the volume was placed under DFSMShsm’s control via the
ADDVOL command are used. Datasets migrate if the volume is
over its high allocation threshold and if the volume attributes
include both AUTOMIGRATION and a space management technique
of Migration, as opposed to Delete-by-Age, etc. In addition, for
non-SMS volumes extent reduction is performed immediately after
migration is complete.

Interval migration processing is actually performed by one or
more subtasks, which run concurrently under control of
DFSMShsm; the limit on the number of subtasks (up to 15) is
determined by the SETSYS MAXINTERVALTASKS command.
If datasets are to be migrated directly to ML2 tape, then the
number of tape drives available must be at least equal to MAX-
INTERVALTASKS, since each subtask will require a tape drive
(and two if tapes are being duplexed). You can stop interval
migration entirely for a period of time by setting MAXINTER-
VALTASKS to zero. This will prevent interval migration on both
SMS and non-SMS data (whereas SETSYS NOINTERVALMI-
GRATION will not stop interval migration for AM=I storage
groups). Issuing SETSYS INTERVALMIGRATION REQUEST

will cause the operator to be prompted before interval migration
is allowed to proceed.

Problems with interval migration often center around
datasets that do not migrate, and thus fill up the storage group.
This category includes items such as empty, unopened datasets
without a DSORG, particularly large ones, or datasets whose
management class indicates they should be backed up. The first
problem can be solved by simply assigning a null data class to
these datasets; this forces them to be created with a DSORG of
PS. The second problem arises when both the storage group
and management class definition associated with a dataset
indicate AUTO BACKUP = YES. In this case, DFSMShsm
will not migrate the dataset until it has been backed up. For
this reason, AM=I storage groups probably should not be
enabled for backup.

Of course, interval-type migration is not limited to DFSMShsm;
the other storage management vendors provide similar functions.
FDRABR archiving, for example, can run hourly (or at any other
desired interval) simply by scheduling a batch job aimed at the nec-
essary volumes or storage groups. By default, FDRABR honors the
storage group AUTO MIGRATE attributes and occupancy thresholds,
or can use thresholds defined in the job or in the ABR model DSCB.
FDRABR uses SMS management class migration attributes to select
datasets for archiving if SMSMANAGE=YES is specified; other
criteria, specified by control statements, can also be used.

SUMMARY

The large systems environment is distinguished by its reliability.
Part of that reliability is attributable to storage management systems
that are highly automated and can quickly move large amounts of
data to the proper place according to the demand for it. It is impor-
tant for the storage administrator to understand how these systems
work and how they can be customized and tuned to provide the
best performance.  
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